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Oo INTRODUCTIONo Let G be a locally compact Abelian topolo-
gical group, let L1 (G) be the usual convolution group algebra of 
G, and let C0 (G) be the algebra of continuous complex-valued func-
tions on G that vanish at infinityo It is a wellknown factoriza-
tion result that every element of C0 (G) can be factored as the 
convolution product of an element in L1(G) and an element of 
C0 (G), that is, C0 (G) = L1(G)* C0 ( G) [13,po283]o In this note we 
shall consider the question of whether or not C (G) = S* C (G) for 0 0 
a given Segal algebra S in L1 (G) o The main result in this con-
nection asserts that if the multiplier algebra of S properly con-
tains r1( G) , the space of bounded regular complex-valued Borel mea-
sures on G, then S * C0 (G) I C0 (G) o This theorem together with 
the machinery developed to prove it will also be applied to obtain 
some old and some new results about multipliers and factorization. 
1 o L1-MODULES AND SEGAL ALGEBRASo Before we turn to the proof 
of the theorem alluded to in the introduction, it seems appropriate 
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to recall some definitions and results that will be needed in the 
sequel o A Banach space (V, II o \lv) is said to be an L1-mo<l.ule if 
there exists a multiplication operation between elements of L1 (G) 
and elements of V , denoted by o , such that V is an algebraic 
module over L1 (G) 1-vi th respect to this multiplication and for 
which there exists some constant Bv > 0 such that llfogllv < 
Bv\lfll 1 !lgJJv for every f E L1 (G) and g E V o The symbol llo\1 1 
denotes the usual norm in L1 (G) If V is an L1-module, then 
so is the dual space V* of V provided we define the module pro-
duct of f E L1 (G) and x* E V* by (fox*)(g) = x*(fog), g E V. 
In most of the specific cases to be considered below the mod·cl.le 
multiplication will be ordinary convolution with elements of L1 (G) 
and will then be denoted, as usual, by * 
A Banach subalgebra (S, II o lis) of L1 (G) is said to be a 
Segal alKebr~ if S is a translation invariant L1-dense subalgebra 
of L~(G) such that for every g E S the mapping s ~ T g of G 
I S 
to S is continuous and II T sg\1 8 = jjgjj S , s E G o The symbol T sg 
denotes the transl2te of g by s , that is, T g( t) = g( t-s) , t E G • 
s 
It follows from the conditions of the definition that a Segal alge-
bra S is an ideal in L1 (G) , that there exists some constant 
c > o such that Jlgjj 1 ::_ cjjgJis, g E s, and that llf*glls < 
l\fll 1 llgJJs, f E L1 (G) and g E S o Without loss of generality we 
may and do assume that C = 1 . In particular, it is evident that 
every Segal algebra is an L1-module with convolution as the module 
multiplication. Every Segal algebra S contains an approximate 
identity that is bounded in L.1-normo Such an approximate identity 
is bounded in the norm of S if and only if S = L1 (G) o If G is 
discrete, then there are no proper Segal algebras in L1 (G) o A 
discussion of these results concerning Segal algebras can be found 
-., 
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in [21,pp.16-26,34-38]. 
Subsequently we shall wish to discuss some specific Segal alge-
bras. We define them now. These and other examples are available 
in [20,pp.12, 127 and 131, 21,pp.23-26, 25]. 
(a) Let G be an infinite compact Abelian topological group. 
Then C( G) , the space of continuous complex-valued functions on G , 
with the supremum norm ll·lb , and the usual Lp -spaces, Lp (G) , 
1 < p < ro, are proper Segal algebras. 
(b) Let G be a nondiscrete locally compact Abelian topologi-
"' "' cal group, let G denote the dual group of G ' and let f denote 
the Fourier transform of f E L1(G) . Then for each p' 1 ~ p < ro, 
A (G) = {f 1 f E L1 (G)' f E L (G)} p p 
is a proper Segal algebra with the norm 
(c) Let G =JR. , the real numbers, and denote by 1'11 ( JR.) the 
linear space of all continuous complex-valued functions f on JR. 
such that 
CX) 
llfl\n = sup ( L: (max lf(t+s-:-2nn) DJ < ro • 
1 t E JR. n=- ro o<s<2n 
Then (1'11 OR), 11·111'1 ) is a proper Segal algebra .. 
1 
(d) Let G =JR. and let LAOR) denote the linear space of 
all those f E 
f I E L1 OR) 0 
vided 
~1 OR) that are absolutely continuous and such that 
Then (LAOR), 11·11 A) is a proper Segal algebra pro-
L 
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If V and W are L1-modules, then we denote by V ®Y W the 
pro,jective tensor product of V and W o Every element x E V®y W 
can be written in the form x = ~1 gk ® hk where [gk} c V, [hk} c W, 
The projective tensor product 
a Banach space with the greatest cross norm 
v ® w y 
In particular, !!g® h!ly = l!gllvllhllw for every g E V and h E W o 
is 
If K is the closed linear subspace of V ®Y W spanned by the ele-
ments of the form (fog) ® h- g ® (foh) , f E L1 (G) , g E V, and 
h E W , then the quotient Banach space V ®Y W /K will be den'Jted by 
V ®L1 W o This quotient space is called the L1-module tensor pro-
duct of V and W o 
We denote by HomL (V,W) the Banach space of continuous linear 
1 
transformations T from V to W such that T(fog) = f o Tg, 
f E L1(G) and g E V o Such transformations are called multipliers 
or module homomorphismso Tt is known that HomL (V,W*) is isometri-
1 
cally isomorphic to (V ®L W) * , the dual space of V ®L W o If V 
1 1 
and W are Segal algebras, then it is a simple exercise, using the 
fact that v is L1-norm dense in L1 (G) , to sl:!ow that T E 
HomL (V,W) if and only if T is a continuous linear trans.formation 
1 
from v to w such that T(f*g) = f*Tg = Tf*g, f,g E V Moreover, 
in this case, it can be shown [ 3, 14] that if T maps V into W , 
then T E HomL (V,W) if and only if T is a continuous linear trans-
1 
formation that commutes with translation if and only if there exists 
A 
a unique bounded continuous function ~ defined on G such that 
(Tf)" = ~f for every f E V o The space of measures l"'(G) can al-
ways be considered as a subspace of HomL (V,V) 
1 
when V is a Segal 
algebrao This follows at once upon noting that if ~ E l"'(G) and 
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f E V , then the usual convolution product 1J. * f belongs to V 
and llll*f!lv _s 11~-tll llfllv , [2'1 ,p.20]. 
The results mentioned concerning tensor products can be found 
in ['1,pp.230-237, 22,pp.445-46'1, 23,pp.7'1-73L 
In the following sections we shall use the symbol ~ to denote 
'
1topological isomorphism11 , whereas -;;;; will stand for nisometric iso-
morphism11. The end of a proof is indicated by # • 
2. THE MAIN THEOREMS. The first result of this section gives 
a more or less concrete description of S ®L1 W in the case that s 
is a Segal algebra and W is a Banach space of functions or measures 
on G that is an L1-module with respect to the usual convolution 
product * We shall call such an L1-module W an L1-convolution 
module. Besides Segal algebras, two examples of L 1 -convolution mo-
dules that we shall utilize in the next section are C0 (G) and 
Ioo(G) , the space of essentially bounded measurable functions on G. 
If S is a Segal algebra and W is an L 1-convolution module, 
then it is apparent that g * h E W for every g E S c L 1 (G) and 
h E W • Consequently, we can meaningfully define the linear space 
S ® W consisting of all those u E W of the form u = ~=1 gk * hk , 
where [gk} c S, [hk} c W, and ~=1 !1gkllsllhkllw < oo • It follows 
immediately from Theorem 6 of [2L~] that S ® W is a Banach space 
with the norm 
Moreover, if u = ~='1 gk * hk E S ® W , then 
!lullw :5. ~=1 11 gk * hkllw 
< Bw ~='11lgkll1 llhkllw 
< B-v1 ~=1 llgklls llhkllw 
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where we conclude that ~='1 gk * hk converges absolutely to u in 
w and U ullw .:S. Bw Ill u 111 ~ 
THEOREM '1. Let G be a locall2 compact Abelian topological 
group. If S is a Segal algebra and W is an L1-convolution module, 
then S ®L W ~ S ® W ~ 
'1 
PROOF o Consider. the mapping 8 from S ®y W to S ® W deter-
mined by 8(g®h) = g * h, g E S and hEW o It is easily seen 
that 8 is a norm decreasing surjective linear transformation that 
can be lifted in the canonical fashion to a norm decreasing Eurjec-
ti ve linear transformation 8 of S ®L W to S ® W • l"'oreover, 
'1 
since 8 is L1-balanced, that is, 8[(f*g)®h] = 8[g® (f*h)], 
f E L1 (G), g E S , and h E W , the series expansions of elements in 
S ® W converge absolutely in W , and S contains an approximate 
identity that is bounded in L1-norm, we can use the same argument 
mutatis mutandis as employed in the proof of Theorem 3.3 in [23] to 
show that 8 is injective. We leave the details to the reader. 
To show that 8 is an isometry it suffices, in view of [24, 
Theorem 6], to prove that if [gk} c S and [hk} c W are sequences 
such that ~=1 J\gk\1 8 1\hk\lw <co and ~='1 gk * ~ = 0 , then 
~='1 T hk(gk) = 0 for every multiplier T E HomL1 (W, S*) • We ob-
serve first that HomL1 (W,S*) ~ HomL1 (S,W*) • Indeed, if 
T E HomL (W, S*) , then the multiplier 
'1 
ding to T is defined by the formula 
T' E HomL (S,W*) correspon-
'1 
T'g(h) = Th(g), g E S and 
h E vl • Furthermore, we recall that if ~ denotes the isometry 
between HomL (S,W*) and 
'1 
(S ®L W) * , 
1 
then 
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for every T E HomL (W,S*) [23,po72] 
1 
Since 8 is bijective and continuous, we see that the adjoint 
mapping 8* (S®W)* _, (S®L W)* is also bijective [18,pp.96, 
- 1 
227 and 278] and consequently 
~=1 Thk(gk) = ~=1 T I gk(hk) 
= ~(T' )(~=1 gk ®hk) 
= (®*)-1[~(T' )](~=1 gk *hk) 
= 0 
for every T E HomL (W,S*) o 
1 
Thus S ®L W 
1 
is isometrically isomorphic to s ® w 0 
The introduction of L1-convolution modules is necessitated 
by the fact that for arbitrary L1-modules the mapping e defined 
in the proof of Theorem 1 may not be L1-balanced. 
Other versions of Theorem 1 have been given, for example, 
in [3,14,23,24]. 
If S is a Segal algebra and W is an L1-convolution 
module then we set S * W = {g * h 1 g E S and h E W} . 
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THEOREr1 2. Let G be a locally compact Abelian topological 
group, let S be a Segal algebra, let W be an L1-convolution 
module, and suppose that 
(i) S * W c C (G) o 
0 
(ii) There exists some constant B > 0 such that llg * hllco < 
Bllg!l 8 11hllw for every g E S and h E W o 
If S * W = C (G), then HomL ( S, W*) :: 1'1( G) 
0 -- 1 
PROOF" From assumptions (i) and (ii) we see that if u = 
~=1 gk * hk E S®W, then 
llulb .:S. ~=1llgk * hkllco 
.:S. B ~=1 11 gkll 81lhkllw < co , 
and so S ® W c C0 (G) and llull::o.:S. B lllulll, u E S ® W • Thus S ® W 
= C0 (G) since C0 (G) = S * W c S ® W o Consequently, appealing 
to the Open Mapping Theorem [18,po187], we see that the identity map-
ping from S ® W to C0 (G) is a topological isomorphism, whence, 
by Theorem 1, 
HomL (S,W*) ,..., (S®L w)* 
1 1 
"" (S.!W)* 
~ (C0 (G))* 
~ M(G) • 
Clearly, if S is a Segal algebra, then S * C0 (G) c C0 (G) and 
llg * h\b, < \\gl\ 1 llhlb.:S. \lgll 8 1lhllco for every g E S and h E C0 (G) o 
Thus assumptions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2 are fulfilled in the case 
that W = C0 (G) o Furthermore, we recall that 1'1(G) can always be 
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considered as a subset of HomL (S,S) for any Segal algebra S • 
1 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a locally compact Abelian topological 
group and let S be a Segal algebra. 
HomL (S,S) ~ M(G) • 
1 
If S * C (G) = C (G) , then 
-- 0 0 ----
PROOF. First we observe the easily established fact that 
HomL (S,S) c HomL (S,L1(G)) o Secondly, since the multipliers in 
1 1 
HomL (S,L1 (G)) commute with translation and since a measure 
1 
~ E M(G) is absolutely continuous if and only if the mapping 
s ~ T ~ of G into M(G) is continuous [17,p.251], we see that s 
HomL (S,L1 (G)) = HomL (S,M(G)) o Consequently, by Theorem 2 and 1 1 
the remarks preceding the statement of Theorem 3, we conclude that 
M(G) c HomL (S,S) 
1 
c HomL (S,L1(G)) 
1 
= HomL (S,M(G)) 
1 
= HomL (S,C (G)*) 
1 0 
.::: M(G) , 
because S * C0 (G) = C0 (G) • 
Therefore HomL (S,S) ~ M(G) • # 
1 
COROLLARY 1. Let G be a locally compact Abelian topological 
group and let S be a Segal algebra. If HomL1 (S,S) t. M(G) , then 
S * C0 (G) -J C0 (G) • 
The converse of Theorem 3 fails to be valid. For example, 
let G be an infinite compact Abelian topological group and let 
I 
S = C(G) o Then HomL (C(G),C(G)) ~ M(G) [17,p.74] and 
1 
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C(G) * C(G) f C(G) 0 The latter assertion follows at once from the 
fact that Lp(G) * Lp' (G) ~ C(G), 1 < p <co, 1jp + 1jp' = 1 [4,po91]o 
We shall give a new proof of this fact in the next sectiono See also 
[13,p.357L 
3o APPLICATIONSo We first apply the theorems of the preceding 
section to the problem of characterizing multipliers. Some of the 
results have been proved elsewhere, but we include them here to illu-
strate the use of the theorems in section twoo 
THEOREM 4o Let G be a locally compact Abelian topological 
groupo 
(i) If G is nondiscrete and 1 ,:::. p < q < co , then 
HomL (A (G) ,A (G)) ::: (A (G)® C (G))* • 1 p q p - 0 
(ii) If G is nondiscrete, 1 _:: p < co , and 1 < q ,:::. co , then 
HomL1 (Ap(G),Lq(G)) ";; (Ap(G)®Lq,(G))*, 1Jq+1/q' = 1 • 
(iii) If G is infinite and compact, and 1 < p < co , then 
-
HomL (L (G) ,L1 (G)) ~ (L (G)® C(G)) * o 1 p p -
(i v) If G is ini'ini te and compact, 1 < p < 2 , 1 /p + 1 /p' = 1 , 
- -
and p' < q <co, then HomL (L (G),A (G))::: (L (G)®C(G))*. 
-- - 1p q p 
(v) I.f G is ini'inite and compact, then HomL1 CL1 (G),lc:JG)*) c:: 
M(G) • 
(vi) If G is arbitrary, then HomL (L1 (G),L1 (G)) ~ M(G) • 
-- 1 
PROOF. On noting that A (G) c Aq(G) , p < q, an easy argu-P -
ment, utilizing the equivalent descriptions of multipliers of pairs 
of Segal algebras mentioned in section one, shows that 
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whence, from Theorem 1, we conclude that 
* HomL (A (G),Aq(G)) ~(A (G)®C (G)) o 1 p p - 0 
Parts (ii) and (iii) follow at once form Theorem 1, whereas 
part (iv) is a consequence of part (iii) after noting that 
HomL1(Lp(G),Ap,(G)) = HomL1(Lp(G),L1 (G)) o 
Theorem 2 and the fact that L1 (G) * Too( G) = C( G) [ 13 ,p. 283] 
combine to prove part (v), and part (vi) follows from Theorem 3 and 
An immediate corollary of Theorem LJ- is the next result. 
COROLLARY 2. If G is a locally compact Abelian topological 
gro~ then the following spaces of multipliers are topologically iso-
morphic to the dual space of a Banach space of continuous functions 
on G : 
(i) HomL1(Ap(G),Aq(G)) for 1 _::p _::q<OO and G nondiscrete. 
(ii) HomL1 (Lp(G),L1 (G)) for 1 < p <OO and G infinite and 
comE act. 
(iii) HomL1 (Lp (G) ,Aq (G)) for 1 < p .:=s, 2 , p' .:: q < co, 1 /p + 1 /p' = 1, 
and G infinite and compacto 
Theorems LJ- (i), (v) and (vi) and Corollary 2 (i) have also been 
proved elsewhere [3,14,17,pp.2-5,204-216, 22,pp.461 and 462]. Further 
examples of the use of tensor products to describe various multiplier' 
spaces are available in [8,9,10,14,15,16,17,pp.180-190,23,24]. 
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Next we shall apply Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 to obtain some 
results concerning factorization. 
THEOREM 5. (i) If G is an infinite compact Abelian topolo-
gical groUp,~ 
(a) AP(G) * C(G) I C(G), 1 ~ p <ro. 
(b ) Lp (G) * Lp 1 (G) I C (G) , 1 < p < ro , 1 /p + 1 /p 1 = 1 • 
(ii) M1 (IR) * C0 (IR) I C0 (IR) • 
(iii) LA(IR) * co (IR) I co (IR) 0 
PROOF. Portion (a) of part (i) follows at once from Corollary1 
on recalling that HomL1 (Ap(G),~(G)) ~ M(G) [17,pp.207-208], where-
as portion (b) is a consequence of Theorem 2 and the fact that 
HomL ( L (G) , L (G) ) Z. M (G) , 1 < p < ro [ 17 , pp • 8 5 and 86] • 1 p p 
Part (ii) also follows from Theorem 2 on noting that M1 0R) c 
L10R) n COOR) [25,p.234] and HomL (M10R),M0R))=HomL (1'110R),L10R)) 
1 1 
~ M(IR) [5,p.265]. Part (iii) is evident from part (ii) and the fact 
that LAC!R) c M1 OR) [25 ,p.234L # 
It is also immediately apparent from Theorem 5 (i) (b) that for 
infinite compact groups G we have Lp (G) * C (G) /: C ( G) , 1 < p <ro 
and C (G) * C (G) /: C ( G) • 
For other factorization results the interested reader is refer-
red to [2,4, 6 ,pp.117-122,135, 7,pp.225 and 226, 11,12,13,pp.268-274, 
282-285,337-338,354-357, 19,25,26,27]. 
If S is a Segal algebra, then the density of S in L1 (G) 
combined ~'lith the fact that L1 (G) * C0 (G) = C0 (G) reveals that the 
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supremum norm closure of S * C0 (G) is equal to C0 (G) We have 
not been able to determine whether there exists proper Segal algebras 
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